Rubric for Head Committee

For an A Students will select two personalities or events and two art-related artifacts that represent the meaning of patriotism and two personalities or events and two art-related artifacts that represent U.S. foreign policy. The selections must be delivered both orally and in writing with a one- to two-sentence recommendation given for each selection. The entire group should be involved in making the final selections.

For a B Students will select two personalities or events and two art-related artifacts that represent the meaning of patriotism and two personalities or events and two art-related artifacts that represent U.S. foreign policy. The selections must be delivered both orally and in writing with a one- to two-sentence recommendation given for each selection. Most of the students should participate in making the final selections.

For a C Students will select one personality or event and one art-related artifact that represents the meaning of patriotism and one personality or event and one art-related artifact that represents U.S. foreign policy. The rationale for the selections can be delivered orally rather than in writing. Final selections would be made by the individuals rather than the group.

Source: Alice Chandler, social studies teacher, Duke Ellington School of The Arts, Washington, D.C.